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Abstract
This paper reports on an investigation into the development of an analytical model for the quality control of laser marking=engraving of
clay tiles using a high-power diode laser (HPDL). An analytical model for the laser melting of inhomogeneous workpieces with parabolic
melt pool geometry being assumed was developed. The theoretical results were compared √
with the experimental data. The predicted melt
pool depth and the experimental values were in close correlation with the parameter PL = dv√for values less than 15 W mm−1 s−1=2 , in
spite of simpli cations introduced in the model. At the relatively large values of parameter PL = dv the assumption of parabolic melt pool
shape and one-dimensional heat transfer no longer holds true. c 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The development of an accurate analysis procedure for
laser applications, including marking=glazing of building
materials, is extremely complicated due to many process
parameters involved. Variations in the quality of the marking process may be observed between processing cycles
performed with the same laser equipment, and apparently
constant operating conditions and material properties. This
poor reproducibility arises from the high sensitivity of the
laser marking process to small changes in the operating
parameters (such as laser power and beam velocity stability), as well as to process disturbances (such as varying absorptivity, surface texture changes, geometry changes and
workpiece thickness changes). Therefore, monitoring and
control of the laser marking parameters are necessary. The
parameters that can be measured on-line include melt pool
surface temperature and melt pool surface area. The development of a suitable model to predict these parameters can
provide knowledge of process performance as well as the
prediction of the marking process. This paper presents an
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analytical model for the melt pool depth geometry in case
of high-power diode lasers (HPDL) engraving of clay tiles.
High-power diode lasers (HPDL) are emerging as an
alternative to “traditional” laser systems in applications
other than the medical eld. With the availability of
bre-delivered laser systems up to 120 W-cw output power,
with focused spot sizes down to 200 m diameter and for
stacked systems of up to 3 kW cw with a 1 × 3 mm2 beam
spot, they are fast becoming an alternative method for
material processing [1–3].
Li et al. [4] studied the basic mechanisms and the
characteristics of the beam absorption in case of laser
marking=engraving building materials such as: marble,
bricks, granite, ceramic tiles, etc. This work considered
the e ects of glazing mechanisms, material texture, colour,
laser process parameters and atmospheric conditions on the
marking process. The present paper looks into the optimal
operational parameters that will help design a model for
controlling the quality of the laser marking=glazing process.
Lawrence [5] has developed an analytical model capable
of modelling the ceramic tile grout sealing process. He has
considered an ABAQUS FEM model for temperature prediction and compared it with the temperature pro le, predicted by Carslaw and Jaeger [6]. This actual paper seeks
to develop a model for laser glazing clay tiles based on the
variation of the melt pool geometry rather than temperature.
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It has been demonstrated that the relative increase of the
melt pool area, due to an increase in laser power, is much
larger than the relative increase of the melt pool temperature
[7]. This result supports this idea that the melt pool area is
the right parameter for the feedback control.
Understanding the physical phenomena that occur during
laser marking=glazing is relevant for modelling the process.
The models resulting from the conservative of energy (heat
conduction energy) are used to analyse the e ects of the
laser power and beam traverse velocity on the temperature
distribution and melt pool dimensions. The results from this
analysis would be used for the design of a closed-loop control system.
2. Physical phenomena which occur during laser
marking=glazing
In the case of laser marking=glazing clay tiles melting
dominates the process. The temperature distribution in a
semi-in nite workpiece during laser marking can be described by the heat conduction equation [6].
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Fig. 1. Melt pool geometry and energy ows in a quasi-stationary situation.

interaction is called convection heat transfer. Convection
heat transfer is in uenced by the uid mechanics of the gas
ow near the melt pool and the traverse speed. A well-known
approach to solve the heat conduction equation (1), given
its boundary and initial condition, is by the use of Green’s
functions [6].

(1)

where T (K) denotes the temperature at (x; y; z; t) relative
to the ambient temperature T0 (K); t (s) denotes time, 
(kg m−3 ) is the density of the material, cp (J kg−1 K −1 ) is
thermal capacity, and K (W m−1 K −1 ) is thermal conductivity. U denotes the uid ow velocity with respect to
the coordinate system (x; y; z) xed to the laser beam, and
Q (W m−3 ) represents the heat source and heat sinks in the
work piece.
There are three types of heat transfers involved in clay
marking with a laser: radiation, conduction and convection
heat transfer [8]. When the laser beam impinges on the surface of an opaque workpiece, a portion of this radiant energy
may be re ected back to the environment, transmitted into
the workpiece interior, or absorbed by the surface. This interaction represents radiation heat transfer [9]. The fraction
of the total beam energy absorbed by the workpiece depends
on the optical properties of the material.
The absorbed beam energy is transformed into thermal energy through lattice vibrations in the material at
the beam=material interaction zone. An increase in lattice
vibration results in an increase in the temperature at that
location.
When the local temperature reaches the melting temperature, phase changes may occur. Some of the absorbed
energy may be transferred to atoms in the workpiece interior through lattice vibration; this e ect is called conduction heat transfer [10]. The presence of conduction dissipates thermal energy, which would otherwise be used to
melt or vaporise additional material. Thermal energy may
also be dissipated from the beam=material interaction zone to
the environment under the in uence of uid ow; this

3. Melt pool geometry calculation
The melt pool depth during laser marking determines
the thickness of the resulting surface layer after solidi cation (i.e. the glaze thickness), which is related to the
quality of the mark. Therefore, it is important to know
the relationship between the geometrical dimensions of
the melt pool and the operating parameters, such as laser
power and traverse speed. A simple analytical model can
be derived by considering the heat ow down the centreline of the melt pool as approximately one dimensional.
This assumption implies that the melt pool is extensive and
at, though in practice it is nearly parabolic (see Fig. 1).
Similar assumptions have been considered by Romer [7],
for laser surface treatment of titanium nitride.
The energy balance within the sample consists of three
terms: the absorbed laser energy QL , the energy QC transported by heat conduction from the liquid–solid interface of
the melt pool into the non-molten material, and the energy
QF required to create a melt pool. Due to the relative velocity
between the laser beam and the workpiece, energy is quickly
removed from the interaction zone (convective losses). The
energy QF required to create a melt pool is accounted for
in the energy balance to compensate for these convective
losses. In the case of marking=glazing building materials, no
gas ow is required for the process, apart from a low ow
rate coaxial gas (3 l min−1 ) (in order to protect the optics).
This ow would cause negligible convection loss. Then the
heat balance equation is
QL = QC + QF :

(2)

